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Outline

• Data Competitions – The Basics
• Our Urban Radiation Search Competitions

– https://www.topcoder.com/lp/detect-radiation
• Tools for Getting More Out of Results

– Pareto Fronts 
– Trade-off Plot

• Selecting the Right Solution for Different Scenarios
–Design of Experiments
–Optimizing a Multi-Response System

• A Few Final Thoughts
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Benefits of Competitions

1. Crowdsourcing – participants from many broad areas, bringing lots of 
expertise to generate solutions

2. Competitive fervor – a deadline for the finish line and desire to win spur 
accelerated improvements

3. Targeted goal and data – fair comparisons between solutions are 
straightforward and can (should) be tailored to the specific problem

4. Highlighting interesting problems – possible recruiting tool
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Modern Data Competitions – the Fundamentals

Available Data

Training Data:
Inputs and Answers 

provided

Test Data:
Inputs provided

Other rules:
• Some constraint on # of submissions
• Competitors may have to specify which 

solution(s) they want considered for 
final standings

• Sometimes options for teams to 
combine/collaborate

Public Test Data:
Competitors receive 

feedback on this subset 
during competition

Private Test Data:
Used to determine final 
standings (no feedback 

during competition)

Competitors don’t know which runs are in each of the test data sets

Leaderboard scoring: pre-specified scalar that combines all 
desired aspects of solution
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The Urban Radiological Search Competitions

• ORNL designed multiple versions of a 
0.5 mile street model with 
characteristics similar to a street in 
Knoxville.

• 56 buildings 
–48 brick, 7 granite, 1 concrete

• Side streets, sidewalks,
6 parking areas.

• Ability to vary levels of K, U, Th.
N 

50m 

northbound 
lanes 

southbound 
lanes 

soil 

brick 

granite 

2 competitions:
Government (2018) – 16 participants & 981 submission
TopCoder (2019) – 71 participants & 1614 submissions
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Competition format: datacompetitions.lbl.gov

Competitors are provided with
• A training set of list mode data for ~10k runs.
• A test set of ~16k runs: 43% public, 57% private.
• Energy spectra for each source type.

For each run in the test set, competitors must
• Detect whether there is an extraneous source.
• Identify the type of source.
• Locate when the detector is closest to it.

Time since 
last photon (µs) 

Photon energy 
(keV) 

1020 88.72 
91 179.65 

9453 446.41 
820 942.51 

4295 182.96 
1313 262.20 
2858 354.80 
2687 1295.18 
1392 1459.02 
… … 

Movie
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Factors considered in designing the competition

A. Background: 8 background models, 
each with 82 parameters
B. Source 

– 6 types
– 2 shielding settings (On/Off)
– strength
– 15 source locations

C. Other
– speed of detector
– proximity to source (lane for detector)
– length of path, starting location
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Results
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The Results

• The Leaderboard But there is so much more information 
there!

19 criteria:
When there is no source:
- Correctly identify those situations

When there is a source: 
- Detect
- Identify
- Locate

x 6 sources

For different scenarios, we may want to pick 
algorithms / solution with different strength

Top 10 received prize money

Score is a single particular weighted average of 
these 19 criteria
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Data to Work with

Raw data (1479 valid submissions)

Processed 
summary
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Possible Criteria to Consider for Choosing Between Algorithms

• Correct Detection Proportion (Source 1-6)
• Correct Identification Proportion (Source 1-6)
• Correct Proportion for No Source or False Positive proportion
• Average Correct Detection Proportion (averaged over 6 sources)
• Average Correct Identification Proportion (averaged over 6 
sources)

• Score from Leaderboard

x 6 x 6
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• Choices not on Pareto front are not rational.
• The Pareto front represents the objective set of best solutions for any 

combination of weighting, scaling and DF choices (allowing non-contenders to 
be discarded)

• Collection of choices bounds ranges for criterion – gives basis for comparison 
of alternatives

Help for Reduce:

Criterion 2

Cr
ite

rio
n 

1

better

be
tte

r
Pareto front

Result for 
individual 
solution

Utopia Point

Pareto Front

Pareto front = set of all non-
dominated solutions
A solution i dominates another 
solution j if all of the criterion 
value of i are at least as good 
as j, and at least one is better
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Constructing a Pareto Front
From an Enumerated List

– Straightforward for optimizing 
(minimize, maximize, hit target) for any 
number of criteria

– No practical computational constraints

Lu, A-C, Robinson 2010 Technometrics
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Sample Solution
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More Criteria … more challenges with Visualization

110 on PF
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Even More Criteria ….

119 on PF
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All About Identification

294 on PF
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Conclusions

• Data competitions can be a cost-effective way of getting access to diverse 
solutions that solve challenging problems in different ways.
– Presenting the right data to the competitors and asking the right questions are key to 

getting useable results

• Pareto Fronts are a powerful tool to reduce the number of solutions that need to 
be considered, by eliminating only irrational choices 

• Trade-off plots provide an dimension-robust approach to see how prioritizing 
different criteria impacts the performance of other criteria

• Since many choices of a final decision involve getting consensus from a team, 
visualizing the options can be helpful.

• The Add-in for creating Trade-off plots is available 
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Abstract

Data competitions have attracted considerable attention among the world’s community of data and 
analytics scientists, as well as discipline-specific subject matter experts. Their broad involvement 
provides a model of crowdsourcing for business and government to solve tough high-impact 
problems in a cost-effective way. Typically winners are determined through a leaderboard formula 
that needs to be static throughout the competition, with fixed rewards and penalties for patterns of 
correct and incorrect responses for different aspects of the solution. However, for different uses of 
the solution, these aspects might be more or less important. By using the existing capability for 
constructing flexible high-dimensional Pareto fronts in JMP, it is possible to explore and identify 
various solutions with their strengths and weaknesses. Pareto fronts allow the user to identify all 
of the objectively superior solutions across all possible weightings of the different elements of the 
solution, and discard non-competitive solutions. The approach to using multiple Pareto fronts to 
highlight different "best" solutions will be demonstrated through a recently completed data 
competition focused on detecting, identifying and locating radioactive sources in an urban 
environment (https://www.topcoder.com/lp/detect-radiation).
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